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CAM: CAUSAL ADDITIVE MODELS, HIGH-DIMENSIONAL
ORDER SEARCH AND PENALIZED REGRESSION

BY PETER BÜHLMANN, JONAS PETERS1 AND JAN ERNEST2

ETH Zürich

We develop estimation for potentially high-dimensional additive struc-
tural equation models. A key component of our approach is to decouple or-
der search among the variables from feature or edge selection in a directed
acyclic graph encoding the causal structure. We show that the former can be
done with nonregularized (restricted) maximum likelihood estimation while
the latter can be efficiently addressed using sparse regression techniques.
Thus, we substantially simplify the problem of structure search and esti-
mation for an important class of causal models. We establish consistency of
the (restricted) maximum likelihood estimator for low- and high-dimensional
scenarios, and we also allow for misspecification of the error distribution.
Furthermore, we develop an efficient computational algorithm which can deal
with many variables, and the new method’s accuracy and performance is il-
lustrated on simulated and real data.

1. Introduction. Inferring causal relations and effects is an ambitious but im-
portant task in virtually all areas of science. In absence of prior information about
underlying structure, the problem is plagued, among other things, by identifiabil-
ity issues [23, 34], cf., and the sheer size of the space of possible models, growing
super-exponentially in the number of variables, leading to major challenges with
respect to computation and statistical accuracy. Our approach is generic, taking
advantage of the tools in sparse regression techniques [4, 8], cf., which have been
successively established in recent years.

More precisely, we consider p random variables X1, . . . ,Xp whose distribu-
tion is Markov with respect to an underlying causal directed acyclic graph (causal
DAG). We assume that all variables are observed, that is, there are no hidden vari-
ables, and that the causal influence diagram does not allow for directed cycles.
Generalizations to include hidden variables, for example, unobserved confounders,
or directed cycles are briefly discussed in Section 7.1. To formalize a model, one
can use the concepts of graphical modeling [12], cf., or structural equation mod-
els [23], cf. The approaches are equivalent in the nonparametric or multivariate
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Gaussian case, but this is not true anymore when placing additional restrictions
which can be very useful [25, 26, 32]. We use here the framework of structural
equation models.

1.1. Problem and main idea. Our goal is estimation and structure learning for
structural equation models, or of the corresponding Markov equivalence class of
an underlying DAG. In particular, we focus on causal additive models, that is, the
structural equations are additive in the variables and error terms. The model has the
nice property that the underlying structure and the corresponding parameters are
identifiable from the observational distribution. Furthermore, we can view it as an
extension of linear Gaussian structural equation models by allowing for nonlinear
additive functions.

In general, the problem of structure learning (and estimation of correspond-
ing parameters) can be addressed by a variety of algorithms and methods: in
the frequentist setting, the most widely used procedures for structure learning
(and corresponding parameters) are greedy equivalence search for computing the
BIC-regularized maximum likelihood estimator [6] or the PC-algorithm using
multiple conditional independence testing [34]. However, for the latter, the con-
straint of additive structural equations cannot be (easily) respected, and regard-
ing the former, maximum likelihood estimation among all (e.g., linear Gaussian)
DAG models is computationally challenging and statistical guarantees for high-
dimensional cases (and for uniform convergence with respect to a class of distri-
butions) are only available under rather strong assumptions [38].

Our proposed approach for estimation and selection of additive structural equa-
tion models is based on the following simple idea which is briefly mentioned and
discussed in [35] and [31]. If the order among the variables would be known, the
problem boils down to variable selection in multivariate (potentially nonlinear) re-
gression; see formula (5). The latter is very well understood: for example, we can
follow the route of hypothesis testing in additive models, or sparse regression can
be used for additive models [16, 28, 44]. Thus, the only remaining task is to es-
timate the order among the variables. We show here that this can be done via the
maximum likelihood principle, and we establish its consistency. In particular, for
low or “mid”-dimensional problems, there is no need to consider a penalized like-
lihood approach. The same holds true for high-dimensional settings when using a
preliminary neighborhood selection and then employing a corresponding restricted
maximum likelihood estimator. Therefore, we can entirely decouple the issue of
order estimation without regularization and variable selection in sparse regression
with appropriate regularization. This makes our approach very generic, at least
within the framework where the underlying DAG and a corresponding order of the
variables are identifiable from the joint distribution. Empirical results in Section 6
support that we can do much more accurate estimation than for nonidentifiable
models such as the popular linear Gaussian structural equation model. On the su-
perficial level, our approach can be summarized as follows:
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1. Mainly for high-dimensional settings: preliminary neighborhood selection
for estimating a superset of the skeleton of the underlying DAG. This is done by
additive regression of one variable against all others. See Section 3.1.

2. Order search for the variables (or best permutation for the indices of the
variables) using (restricted) maximum likelihood estimation based on an additive
structural equation model with Gaussian errors: the restricted version is employed
if the preliminary neighborhood selection in step 1 is used, and the order search
is then restricted to the structure of the superset of the skeleton. See Sections 2.4
and 3.2.

3. Based on the estimated order of the variables in step 2, sparse additive regres-
sion is used for estimating the functions in an additive structural equation model.
See Section 2.5.

1.2. Related work. We consider (nonlinear) additive structural equation mod-
els. As natural extensions of linear structural equation models, they are attractive
for many applications; see Imoto, Goto and Miyano [10]. Identifiability results
for this model class have been recently derived [21, 26]. The approach in [21] is
based on conditional independence testing and is limited to small dimensions with
a few variables only. Instead of multiple testing of conditional independencies, we
propose and develop maximum likelihood estimation in a semiparametric addi-
tive structural equation model with Gaussian noise variables: fitting such a model
is often appropriate in situations where the sample size is not too large, and we
present here for the first time the practical feasibility of fitting additive models in
the presence of many variables. An extension of our additive structural equation
model with Gaussian errors to the case with a nonparametric specification of the
error distribution is presented in [22], but the corresponding maximum likelihood
estimator is analyzed (and feasible) for problems with a small number of variables
only. When the order of the variables is known, which is a much simpler and dif-
ferent problem than what we consider here, [40] provide consistency results for
additive structural equation models.

A key aspect of our method is that we decouple regularization for feature se-
lection and order estimation with nonregularized (restricted) maximum likelihood.
The former is a well understood subject thanks to the broad literature in sparse
regression and related techniques [17, 36, 41, 44, 47, 48], cf. Regarding the latter
issue about order selection, a recent analysis in [37] extends our low-dimensional
consistency result for the (nonrestricted) maximum likelihood estimator to the sce-
nario where the number of variables can grow with sample size, in the best case
essentially as fast as p = p(n) = o(n). The treatment of the high-dimensional case
with a restricted maximum likelihood approach is new here, and we also present
the first algorithm and empirical results for fitting low- and high-dimensional
causal additive models (CAMs).

All proofs are provided in the supplemental article [3].
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2. Additive structural equation models. Consider the general structural
equation model (SEM):

Xj = fj (XpaD(j), εj ), ε1, . . . , εp (mutually) independent,

where paD(j) denotes the set of parents for node j in DAG D and fj is a func-
tion from R|paD(j)|+1 → R. Thus, a SEM is specified by an underlying (causal)
structure in terms of a DAG D, the functions fj (·) (j = 1, . . . , p) and the distribu-
tions of εj (j = 1, . . . , p). Most parts of this paper can be interpreted in absence
of causal inference issues: clearly though, the main motivations are understand-
ing models and developing novel procedures allowing for causal or interventional
statements, and if we do so, we always assume that the structural equations re-
main unchanged under interventions at one or several variables [23], cf. The model
above is often too general, due to problems of identifiability and the difficulty of
estimation (curse of dimensionality) of functions in several variables.

Our main focus is on a special (and more practical) case of the model above,
namely the additive SEM with potentially misspecified Gaussian errors:

Xj = ∑
k∈paD(j)

fj,k(Xk) + εj ,

(1) ε1, . . . , εp independent with εj ∼ N
(
0, σ 2

j

)
, σ 2

j > 0 (j = 1, . . . , p),

E
[
fj,k(Xk)

] = 0 for all j, k,

where fj,k(·) are smooth functions from R → R. A special case thereof is the
linear Gaussian SEM

Xj = ∑
k∈paD(j)

βj,kXk + εj ,

(2)
ε1, . . . , εp independent with εj ∼ N

(
0, σ 2

j

)
, σ 2

j > 0 (j = 1, . . . , p).

Although model (2) is a special case of (1), there are interesting differences with
respect to identifiability. If all functions fj,k(·) are nonlinear, the DAG is identifi-
able from the distribution P of X1, . . . ,Xp [26], Corollary 31. We explicitly state
this result as a lemma since we will make use of it later on.

LEMMA 1 (Corollary 31 in [26]3). Consider a distribution P that is generated
by model (1) with DAG D and nonlinear, three times differentiable functions fj,k .
Then any distribution Q that is generated by (1) with a different DAG D′ �= D and
nonconstant, three times differentiable functions f ′

j,k is different from P : we have
Q �= P .

3Corollary 31 in [26] contains a slightly different statement using “nonlinear” instead of “noncon-
stant”. The proof, however, stays exactly the same.
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This result does not hold, however, for a general SEM or for a linear Gaussian
SEM as in (2); one can then only identify the Markov equivalence class of the
DAG D0, assuming faithfulness. An exception arises when assuming same error
variances σ 2

j ≡ σ 2 for all j in (2) which again implies identifiability of the DAG

D0 from P [25]. In the sequel, we consider the fully identifiable case of model (1).

2.1. The likelihood. We slightly re-write model (1) as

Xj = ∑
k∈paD(j)

fj,k(Xk) + εj = ∑
k �=j

fj,k(Xk) + εj (j = 1, . . . , p),

fj,k(·) �≡ 0 if and only if there is a directed edge k → j in D,
(3)

E
[
fj,k(Xk)

] = 0 for all j, k,

ε1, . . . , εp independent and εj ∼N
(
0, σ 2

j

)
, σ 2

j > 0.

Note that the structure of the model, or the so-called active set, {(j, k);fj,k �≡ 0}
is identifiable from the distribution P [26], Corollary 31. Denote by θ the infinite-
dimensional parameter with additive functions and error variances, that is,

θ = (f1,2, . . . , f1,p, f2,1, . . . , fp,p−1, σ1, . . . , σp).

Furthermore, we denote by D0 the true DAG and by θ0 (and {f 0
j,k}, {σ 0

j }) the
true infinite-dimensional parameter(s) corresponding to the data-generating true
distribution. We use this notation whenever it is appropriate to make statements
about the true underlying DAG or parameter(s).

The density pθ(·) for the model (3) is of the form

log
(
pθ(x)

) =
p∑

j=1

log
(

1

σj

ϕ

(
xj − ∑

k �=j fj,k(xk)

σj

))
,

where ϕ(·) is the density of a standard normal distribution. Furthermore,

σ 2
j = E

[(
Xj − ∑

k �=j

fj,k(Xk)

)2]
,

and the expected negative log-likelihood is

Eθ

[− logpθ(X)
] =

p∑
j=1

log(σj ) + C, C = p log(2π)1/2 + p/2.

2.2. The function class. We assume that the functions in model (1) or (3)
are from a class of smooth functions: F is a subset of L2(Pj ), where Pj is the
marginal distribution for any j = 1, . . . , p; assume that it is closed with respect to
the L2(Pj ) norm. Furthermore,

F ⊆ {
f :R →R, f ∈ Cα,E

[
f (X)

] = 0
}
,
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where Cα denotes the space of α-times differentiable functions and the random
variable X is a placeholder for the variables Xj , j = 1, . . . , p. Note that this is a
slight abuse of notation since F does not specify the variable X; it becomes clear
from the context.

Consider also basis functions {br(·); r = 1, . . . , an} with an → ∞ sufficiently
slowly, for example, B-splines or regression splines. Consider further the space

Fn =
{
f ∈ F, f = c +

an∑
r=1

αrbr(·) with c,αr ∈ R(r = 1, . . . , an)

}
.(4)

We allow for constants c to enforce mean zero for the whole function. Furthermore,
the basis functions can be the same for all variables Xj , j = 1, . . . , p.

For theoretical analysis, we assume that Fn is deterministic and does not depend
on the data. Then, Fn is closed. Furthermore, the space of additive functions is
denoted by

F⊕	 =
{
f :R	 →R;f (x) =

	∑
k=1

fk(xk), fk ∈ F
}
,

F⊕	
n =

{
f :R	 →R;f (x) =

	∑
k=1

fk(xk), fk ∈ Fn

}
,

where 	 = 2, . . . , p. Clearly, F⊕	
n ⊆ F⊕	. For f ∈ F⊕	 we denote by fk its kth

additive function.
In our definitions, we assume that the functions in F and Fn have expectation

zero. Of course, this depends on the variables in the arguments of the functions.
For example, when requiring E[f (Xj )] = 0 for f ∈ F , the function class F =
Fj depends on the index j due to the mean zero requirement; and likewise F⊕	

depends on the indices of the variables occurring in the corresponding additive
function terms. We drop this additional dependence on the index of variables as it
does not cause any problems in methodology or theory.

Later, we consider projections of distributions onto the spaces F⊕	 and F⊕	
n ,

see (6). We assume throughout the paper that these spaces are closed with respect
to the L2 norm. The following Lemma 2 guarantees this condition by requiring an
analogue of a minimal eigenvalue assumption.

LEMMA 2. Let the distribution P be generated according to (1) and assume
that there is a φ2 > 0 such that for all γ ∈ Rp

∥∥∥∥∥
p∑

j=1

γjfj (Xj )

∥∥∥∥∥
2

L2

≥ φ2‖γ ‖2 for all fj ∈ F with
∥∥fj (Xj )

∥∥
L2

= 1.

For any subset I ⊆ {1, . . . , p} of 	 variables the spaces F⊕	 and F⊕	
n are then

closed with respect to the L2(PI ) norm. Here, PI denotes the marginal distribution
over all variables in I .
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The question of closedness of additive models has also been studied in [1], for
example; see also [29].

2.3. Order of variables and the likelihood. We can permute the variables, in-
ducing a different ordering; in the sequel, we use both terminologies, permutations
and order search, which mean the same thing. For a permutation π on {1, . . . , p},
define

Xπ, Xπ
j = Xπ(j).

There is a canonical correspondence between permutations and fully connected
DAGs: for any permutation π , we can construct a DAG Dπ , in which each variable
π(k) has a directed arrow to all π(j) with j > k. The node π(1) has no parents
and is called the source node. For a given DAG D0, we define the set of true
permutations as

�0 = {
π0; the fully connected DAG Dπ0

is a super-DAG of D0}
,

where a super-DAG of D0 is a DAG whose set of directed edges is a superset of
the one corresponding to D0. If the true DAG D0 is not fully connected, there is
typically more than one true order or permutation, that is the true order is typically
not unique. It is apparent that any true ordering or permutation π0 allows for a
lower-triangular (or autoregressive) representation of the model in (3):

Xπ0

j =
j−1∑
k=1

f π0

j,k

(
Xπ0

k

) + επ0

j (j = 1, . . . , p),(5)

where f π0

j,k (·) = f 0
π0(j),π0(k)

(·) and επ0

j = ε0
π0(j)

, that is, with permuted indices in
terms of the original quantities in (3). If all functions fj,k(·) are nonlinear, the set
of true permutations is identifiable from the distribution [26], Corollary 33, and �0

consists of all orderings of the variables which allow for a lower-triangular repre-
sentation (5). We will exploit this fact in order to provide a consistent estimator π̂n

of the ordering: under suitable assumptions the probability that π̂n ∈ �0 converges
to one.

REMARK 1. For the linear Gaussian SEM (2), all orderings allow for a lower-
triangular representation (5), even those that are not in �0. Thus, we cannot con-
struct a consistent estimator in the above sense. However, assuming faithfulness of
the true distribution, the orderings of variables which are consistent with the arrow
directions in a DAG of the Markov equivalence class of the true DAG D0 lead to
sparsest representations with fewest number of nonzero coefficients.

In principle, one can check whether the data come from a linear Gaussian SEM.
Lemma 1 guarantees that if this is case, there is no CAM with nonlinear functions
yielding the same distribution. Thus, if the structural equations of the estimated
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DAG look linear with Gaussian noise, one could decide to output the Markov
equivalence class instead of the DAG. One would need to quantify closeness to
linearity and Gaussianity with, for example, a test: this would be important for
practical applications, but its precise implementation lies beyond the scope of this
work.

In the sequel, it is helpful to consider the true underlying parameter θ0 with cor-
responding nonlinear function f 0

j,k and error variances (σ 0
j )2. For any permutation

π /∈ �0, we consider the projected parameters, defined as

θπ,0 = argmin
θπ

Eθ0
[− log

(
pπ

θπ (X)
)]

,

where the density pπ
θπ is of the form

log
(
pπ

θπ (x)
) = log

(
pθπ

(
xπ )) =

p∑
j=1

log
(

1

σπ
j

ϕ

(xπ
j − ∑j−1

k=1 f π
j,k(x

π
k )

σπ
j

))
.

(Note that if π ∈ �0, then θπ,0 = θ0.) For such a misspecified model with wrong
order π /∈ �0, we have

{
f

π,0
j,k

}
k=1,...,j−1 = argmin

gj,k∈F,k=1,...,j−1
Eθ0

[(
Xπ

j −
j−1∑
k=1

gj,k

(
Xπ

k

))2]

(6)
= argmin

gj∈F⊕j−1
Eθ0

[(
Xπ

j − gj

(
Xπ

1 , . . . ,Xπ
j−1

))2]
.

It holds that

(
σ

π,0
j

)2 = argmin
σ 2

(
log(σ ) + 1

2σ 2Eθ0

[(
Xπ

j −
j−1∑
k=1

f
π,0
j,k

(
Xπ

k

))2])

(7)

= Eθ0

[(
Xπ

j −
j−1∑
k=1

f
π,0
j,k

(
Xπ

k

))2]
.

The two displayed formulae above show that autoregression with the wrong order
π leads to the projected parameters {f π,0

j,k } and {(σπ,0
j )2}. Finally, we obtain

Eθ0
[− log

(
pπ

θπ,0(X)
)] =

p∑
j=1

log
(
σ

π,0
j

) + C, C = p log(2π)1/2 + p/2.

All true permutations π ∈ �0 correspond to super DAGs of the true DAG
and, therefore, all of them lead to the minimal expected log-likelihood
Eθ0[− log(pπ

θπ,0(X))] = Eθ0[− log(pθ0(X))]. The permutations π /∈ �0, however,
cannot lead to a smaller expected negative log-likelihood (since it would lead to a
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negative KL-divergence between the true and best projected distribution). Let us
therefore define

ξp := min
π /∈�0

p−1(
Eθ0

[− log
(
pπ

θπ,0(X)
)] −Eθ0

[− log
(
pθ0(X)

)]) ≥ 0.(8)

If all true functions f 0
j,k are nonlinear, we obtain ξp > 0 as follows.

LEMMA 3. Consider a distribution P that allows for a density p with respect
to the Lebesgue measure and is generated by model (1) with DAG D0 and non-
linear, three times differentiable functions f 0

j,k . Assume further the condition from
Lemma 2. Then ξp > 0.

PROOF. Because of the closedness of F⊕j (Lemma 2), the minimum in (6)
is obtained for some functions fj,k . Without loss of generality, we can assume
that all constant additive components are zero. But then ξp = 0 would contradict
Lemma 1. �

The number ξp describes the degree of separation between the true model and
misspecification when using a wrong permutation. As discussed in Remark 1,
ξp = 0 for the case of linear Gaussian SEMs. Formula (8) can be expressed as

ξp = min
π /∈�0

p−1
p∑

j=1

(
log

(
σ

π,0
j

) − log
(
σ 0

j

)) ≥ 0.(9)

REMARK 2. Especially for situations where p is very large so that the factor
p−1 is small, requiring a lower bound ξp > 0 can be overly restrictive. Instead
of requiring a gap with the factor p−1 between the likelihood scores of the true
distribution and all distributions corresponding to permutations, one can weaken
this as follows. Consider H(D,D0) = {j ;paD0(j) � paD(j)}. We require that

ξ ′
p := min

D �=D0

∣∣H (
D,D0)∣∣−1 ∑

j∈H(D,D0)

(
log

(
σ

D,0
j

) − log
(
σ 0

j

)) ≥ 0,(10)

where (σ
D,0
j )2 is the error variance in the best additive approximation of Xj based

on {Xk;k ∈ paD(j)}. Such a weaker gap condition is proposed in [13], Section 5.2.
All our theoretical results still hold when replacing statements involving ξp in (9)
by the corresponding statements with ξ ′

p in (10).

2.4. Maximum likelihood estimation for order: Low-dimensional setting. We
assume having n i.i.d. realizations X(1), . . . ,X(n) from model (3). For a n× 1 vec-
tor x = (x(1), . . . , x(n))T , we denote by ‖x‖2

(n) = n−1 ∑n
i=1(x

(i))2. Depending on

the context, we sometimes denote by f̂ a function and sometimes an n × 1 vec-
tor evaluated at (the components of) the data points X(1), . . . ,X(n); and similarly
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for Xπ
j . We consider the unpenalized maximum likelihood estimator:

f̂ π
j = argmin

gj∈F⊕j−1
n

∥∥∥∥∥Xπ
j −

j−1∑
k=1

gj,k

(
Xπ

k

)∥∥∥∥∥
2

(n)

,
(
σ̂ π

j

)2 =
∥∥∥∥∥Xπ

j −
j−1∑
k=1

f̂ π
j,k

(
Xπ

k

)∥∥∥∥∥
2

(n)

.

Denote by π̂ a permutation which minimizes the unpenalized negative log-
likelihood:

π̂ ∈ argmin
π

p∑
j=1

log
(
σ̂ π

j

)
.(11)

Estimation of f̂ π
j is based on Fn with pre-specified basis functions br(·) with

r = 1, . . . , an. In practice, the basis functions could depend on the predictor vari-
able or on the order of variables, for example, when choosing the knots in regres-
sion splines. The classical choice for the number of basis functions is an  n1/5

for twice differentiable functions: here, and as explained in Section 4, however,
a smaller number such as an = O(1) to detect some nonlinearity might be suffi-
cient for estimation of the true underlying order.

2.5. Sparse regression for feature selection. Section 4 presents assumptions
and results ensuring that with high probability π̂ = π0 for some π0 ∈ �0. With
such an estimated order π̂ , we obtain a complete super-DAG (super-graph) Dπ̂

of the underlying DAG D0 in (3), where the parents of a node π̂(j) are defined
as paDπ̂ (π̂(j)) = {π̂ (k);k < j} for all j . We can pursue consistent estimation of
intervention distributions based on Dπ̂ without any additional need to find the true
underlying DAG D0; see Section 2.6.

However, we can improve statistical efficiency for estimating the intervention
distribution when it is ideally based on the true DAG D0 or realistically a not too
large super-DAG D̂π̂ ⊇ D0. The task of estimating such a super-DAG D̂π̂ ⊇ D0

is conceptually straightforward: starting from the complete super-DAG Dπ̂ of D0

as discussed above, we can use model selection or a penalized multivariate (auto-)
regression technique in the model representation (5). For additive model fitting, we
can either use hypothesis testing for additive models [15] or the Group Lasso [28],
or its improved version with a sparsity-smoothness penalty proposed in [16]. All
the techniques mentioned above perform variable selection, where we denote by

D̂π̂ = {(
π̂(k), π̂(j)

); f̂ π̂
j,k �≡ c

}
,

(the constant c = 0 when assuming that f̂ π̂
j,k have mean zero when evaluated over

all data-points) the selected variables indexed in the original order [we obtain esti-
mates f̂ π̂

j,k in the representation (5) with correspondence to the indices π̂(k), π̂(j)

in the original order]; we identify these selected variables in D̂π̂ as the edge set
of a DAG. For example, with the Group Lasso, assuming some condition avoid-
ing near collinearity of functions, that is, a compatibility condition for the Group
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Lasso [4], Chapter 5.6, Theorem 8.2, and that the 	2-norms of the nonzero func-
tions are sufficiently large, we obtain the screening property (since we implicitly
assume that π̂ ∈ �0 with high probability): with high probability and asymptoti-
cally tending to one,

D̂π̂ ⊇ D0 = {
(k, j);f 0

j,k �≡ 0
}

(12)

saying that all relevant variables (i.e., edges) are selected. Similarly with hypothe-
ses testing, assuming that the nonzero f 0

j,k have sufficiently large 	2-norms, we
also obtain that (12) holds with high probability.

The same argumentation applies if we use Dπ̂
restr from Section 3.2 instead of Dπ̂

as an initial estimate. This then results in D̂π̂
restr, replacing D̂π̂ above.

2.6. Consistent estimation of causal effects. The property in (12) has an im-
portant implication for causal inference:4 all estimated causal effects and estimated
intervention distributions based on the estimated DAG D̂π̂ are consistent. In fact,
using the do-calculus [23], cf. (3.10), we have for the single intervention (at vari-
able Xk) distribution for Xj , for all j �= k:

pD0
(
xj |(Xk = x)

) = p
D̂π̂

(
xj |(Xk = x)

)
for all x,

where pD(·|(·)) denotes the intervention density based on a DAG D.
We note that the screening property (12) also holds when replacing D̂π̂ with the

full DAG induced by π̂ , denoted by Dπ̂ . Thus, the feature selection step in Sec-
tion 2.5 is not needed to achieve consistent estimation of causal effects. However, a
smaller DAG D0 ⊆ D̂π̂ ⊆ Dπ̂ typically leads to better (more statistically efficient)
estimates of the interventional distributions than the full DAG Dπ̂ .

3. Restricted maximum likelihood estimation: Computational and statisti-
cal benefits. We present here maximum likelihood estimation where we restrict
the permutations, instead of searching over all permutations in (11). Such a restric-
tion makes the computation more tractable, and it is also statistically crucial when
dealing with high-dimensional settings where p > n.

3.1. Preliminary neighborhood selection. We first perform neighborhood se-
lection with additive models, following the general idea in [17] for the linear
Gaussian case. We pursue variable selection in an additive model of Xj versus all
other variables X{−j} = {Xk;k �= j}: a natural method for such a feature selection
is the Group Lasso for additive models [28], ideally with a sparsity-smoothness
penalty [16]; see also [40]. This provides us with a set of variables

Âj ⊆ {1, . . . , p} \ j

4We assume that interventions at variables do not change the other structural equations, and that
there are no unobserved hidden (e.g., confounder) variables.
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which denotes the selected variables in the estimated conditional expectation

Êadd[Xj |X{−j}] = ∑
k∈Âj

ĥjk(Xk)

with functions ĥjk satisfying n−1 ∑n
i=1 ĥjk(X

(i)
k ) = 0 (i.e., a possible intercept is

subtracted already): that is,

Âj = {k;k �= j, ĥj,k �≡ 0}.
We emphasize that the functions ĥj,k(·) are different from f̂ π

j,k(·) in Section 2.4
because for the former, the additive regression is against all other variables.

We give conditions in Section 4.2 (see Lemma 4) ensuring that the neighbor-
hood selection set contains the parental variables from the structural equation
model in (1) or (3), that is, Âj ⊇ pa(j).

3.2. Restricted maximum likelihood estimator. We restrict the space of permu-
tations in the definition of (11) such that they are “compatible” with the neighbor-
hood selection sets Âj . Note that for the estimator σ̂ π

j in (11), we regress Xπ(j)

against {Xk;k ∈ {π(j − 1), . . . , π(1)}}. We restrict here the set of regressors to the
indices Rπ,j = {π(j − 1), . . . , π(1)} ∩ Âπ(j). We then calculate the π(j)th term
of the log-likelihood using the set of regressors XRπ,j

= {Xk;k ∈ Rπ,j }. More pre-
cisely, we estimate

f̂
π,R
j = argmin

gj,k∈Fn

∥∥∥∥∥Xπ
j − ∑

k;π(k)∈Rπ,j

gj,k

(
Xπ

k

)∥∥∥∥∥
2

(n)

,

(
σ̂

π,R
j

)2 =
∥∥∥∥Xπ

j − ∑
k;π(k)∈Rπ,j

f̂
π,R
j,k

(
Xπ

k

)∥∥∥∥
2

(n)

,

and the restricted maximum likelihood estimator is

π̂ ∈ argmin
π

p∑
j=1

log
(
σ̂

π,R
j

)
.(13)

If maxj |Âj | < n, the estimators σ̂
π,R
j are well defined.

The computation of the restricted maximum likelihood estimator in (13) is sub-
stantially easier than for the unrestricted MLE (11) if maxj |Âj | is small (which
is ensured if the true neighborhoods are sparse). The set of all permutations can
be partitioned in equivalence classes

⋃
r Rr and the minimization in (13) can be

restricted to single representatives of each equivalence class Rr . The equivalence
relation can be formulated with a restricted DAG Dπ

restr whose parental set for node
π(j) equals paDπ

restr
(π(j)) = Rπ,j . We then have that

π ∼ π ′ if and only if Dπ
restr = Dπ ′

restr.

Computational details are described in Section 5.
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4. Consistency in correct and misspecified models. We prove consistency
for the ordering among variables in additive structural equation models, and under
an additional identifiability assumption even for the case where the model is mis-
specified with respect to the error distribution or when using highly biased function
estimation.

4.1. Unrestricted MLE for low-dimensional settings. We first consider the
low-dimensional setting where p < ∞ is fixed and n → ∞, and we establish con-
sistency of the unrestricted MLE in (11). We assume the following:

(A1) Consider a partition of the real line

R =
∞⋃

m=1

Im

using disjoint intervals Im. The individual functions in F are α-times differen-
tiable, with α ≥ 1, whose derivatives up to order α are bounded in absolute value
by Mm in Im.

(A2) Tail and moment conditions:

(i) For V = 1/α and Mm as in (A1):
∞∑

m=1

(
M2

mP[Xj ∈ Im])V/(V +2)
< ∞, j = 1, . . . , p.

(ii)

E|Xj |4 < ∞, j = 1, . . . , p,

sup
f ∈F

E
∣∣f (Xj )

∣∣4 < ∞, j = 1, . . . , p.

(A3) The error variances satisfy (σ
π,0
j )2 > 0 for all j = 1, . . . , p and all π .

(A4) The true functions f 0
j,k can be approximated on any compact set C ⊂ R:

for all k ∈ paD0(j), j = 1, . . . , p,

E
[(

f 0
j,k(Xk) − f 0

n;j,k(Xk)
)2

I (Xk ∈ C)
] = o(1),

where

f 0
n;j = argmin

gj∈F⊕j−1
n

E

[(
Xj − ∑

k∈pa
D0 (j)

gj,k(Xk)

)2]
.

All assumptions are not very restrictive. The second part of assumption (A2)(ii)
holds if we assume, for example, a bounded function class F , or if |f (x)|  |x| as
|x| → ∞ for all f ∈ F .

THEOREM 1. Consider an additive structural equation model as in (3). As-
sume (A1)–(A4) and ξp > 0 in (8) (see also Lemma 3 and Remark 2).Then we have

P
[
π̂ ∈ �0] → 1 (n → ∞).
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A proof is given in the supplemental article [3]. Theorem 1 says that one can
find a correct order among the variables without pursuing feature or edge selection
for the structure in the SEM.

REMARK 3. Studying near nonidentifiable models, for example, near linearity
in a Gaussian structural equation model, can be modelled by allowing ξp = ξn,p to
converge to zero as n → ∞. If one requires ξn,p � n−1/2, the statement of Theo-
rem 1 still holds. We note that Theorem 3 for the high-dimensional case implicitly
allows ξp = ξpn to change with sample size n. However, it is a nontrivial issue to
translate such a condition in terms of closeness of one or several nonlinear func-
tions f 0

j,k to their closest linear approximations. Similarly, if some error variances

σ
π,0
j would be close to zero (e.g., converge to zero as n → ∞ asymptotically), this

could cause identifiability problems such that ξp might be close to (e.g., converge
fast to) zero.

Related to Remark 3 is the question about uniform convergence in the state-
ment of Theorem 1, over a whole class of structural equation models. This can be
ensured by strengthening the assumptions to hold uniformly:

(U1) The quantities in (A2)(i) and (ii) are upper-bounded by positive constants
C1 < ∞,C2 < ∞ and C3 < ∞.

(U2) The error variances in (A3) are lower bounded by a finite constant L > 0.
(U3) The approximation in (A4) holds uniformly over a class of functions F :

for any compact set C and any j, k:

sup
f 0∈F

E
[(

f 0
j,k(Xk) − f 0

n;j,k(Xk)
)2

I (Xk ∈ C)
] = o(1).

(U4) The constant ξp ≥ B > 0 for some finite constant B > 0.

Denote the class of distributions in an additive SEM which satisfy (U1)–(U4) by
P(C1,C2,L,F,B). We then obtain a uniform convergence result

inf
P∈P(C1,C2,C3,F,L)

PP

[
π̂ ∈ �0] → 1 (n → ∞).(14)

This can be shown exactly along the lines of the proof of Theorem 1 in the supple-
mental article [3].

4.1.1. Misspecified error distribution and biased function estimation. Theo-
rem 1 generalizes to the situation where the model in (3) is misspecified and the
truth has independent, non-Gaussian errors ε1, . . . , εp with E[εj ] = 0. As in The-
orem 1, we make the assumption ξp > 0 in (9): its justification, however, is some-
what less backed up because the identifiability results from [26] and Lemma 3 do
not carry over immediately. The latter results say that the set of correct orderings
�0 can be identified from the distribution of X1, . . . ,Xp , but we require in (9) that
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identifiability is given in terms of all the error variances, that is, involving only
second moments. It is an open problem whether (or for which subclass of models)
identifiability from the distribution carries over to automatically ensure that ξp > 0
in (9).

Furthermore, assume that the number of basis functions an for functions in Fn

is small such that assumption (A4) does not hold, for example, an = O(1). We
denote by

(
σ

π,0,an

j

)2 = min
gj∈F⊕j−1

n

Eθ0

[(
Xπ

j −
j−1∑
k=1

gj,k

(
Xπ

k

))2]
,

which is larger than (σ
π,0
j )2 in (7). Instead of (9), we then consider

ξan
p := min

π /∈�0,π0∈�0
p−1

p∑
j=1

(
log

(
σ

π,0,an

j

) − log
(
σ

π0,0,an

j

))
.(15)

Requiring

lim inf
n→∞ ξan

p > 0

is still reasonable: if (9) with ξp > 0 holds because of nonlinearity of the ad-
ditive functions [26], and see the interpretation above for non-Gaussian errors,
we believe that it typically also holds for the best projected additive functions in
F⊕

n as long as some nonlinearity is present when using an basis functions; here,
the best projected additive function for the j th variable Xπ

j is defined as f π
n;j =

argmin
gj∈F⊕j−1

n
E[(Xπ

j − ∑j−1
k=1 gj,k(X

π
k ))2]. We also note that for an → ∞, even

when diverging very slowly, and assuming (A4) we have that ξ
an
p → ξp and thus

lim infn→∞ ξ
an
p > 0. In general, the choice of the number of basis functions an is a

trade-off between identifiability (due to nonlinearity) and estimation accuracy: for

an small we might have a smaller value in (15), that is, it might be that ξ
an
p ≤ ξ

a′
n

p

for an ≤ a′
n, which makes identifiability harder but exhibits less variability in es-

timation, and vice versa. In particular, the trade-off between identifiability and
variance might be rather different than the classical bias-variance trade-off with
respect to prediction in classical function estimation. A low complexity (with an

small) might be better than a prediction optimal number of basis functions.
Theorem 2 below establishes the consistency for order estimation in an additive

structural equation model with potentially non-Gaussian errors, even when the ex-
pansion for function estimation is truncated at few basis functions.

THEOREM 2. Consider an additive structural equation model as in (3) but
with independent potentially non-Gaussian errors ε1, . . . , εp having E[εj ] = 0
(j = 1, . . . , p). Assume either of the following:
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1. (A1)–(A4) hold, and ξp > 0 in formula (9) (see also Remark 2).
2. (A1)–(A3) hold, and lim infn→∞ ξ

an
p > 0 in formula (15).

Then

P
[
π̂ ∈ �0] → 1 (n → ∞).

A proof is given in the supplemental article [3]. Again, as appearing in the
discussion of Theorem 1, one can obtain uniform convergence by strengthening
the assumptions to hold uniformly over a class of distributions.

4.2. Restricted MLE for sparse high-dimensional setting. We consider here
the restricted MLE in (13) and show that it can cope with high-dimensional settings
where p � n.

The model in (1) is now assumed to change with sample size n: the dimension
is p = pn and the parameter θ = θn depends on n. We consider the limit as n → ∞
allowing diverging dimension pn → ∞ where pn � n. For notational simplicity,
we often drop the sub-index n.

We make a few additional assumptions. When fitting an additive model of Xj

versus all other variables X{−j}, the target of such an estimation is the best approx-
imating additive function:

Eadd[Xj |X{−j}] = ∑
k∈{−j}

h∗
jk(Xk),

{
h∗

jk;k ∈ {−j}} = argmin
hj∈F⊕p−1

E
[(

Xj − ∑
k∈{−j}

hjk(Xk)

)2]
.

In general, some variables are irrelevant, and we denote the set of relevant variables
by Aj : Aj ⊆ {1, . . . , p} \ j is the (or a) smallest set5 such that

Eadd[Xj |X{−j}] = Eadd[Xj |XAj
].

We assume the following:

(B1) For all j = 1, . . . , p: for all k ∈ pa(j),

Eadd
[(

Xj −Eadd
[
Xj |XAj\k

])|Xk

] �≡ 0.

Assumption (B1) requires that for each j = 1, . . . , p: Xk [k ∈ pa(j)] has an addi-
tive influence on Xj given all additive effects from XAj\k .

LEMMA 4. Assume that (B1) holds. Then, for all j = 1, . . . , p: pa(j) ⊆ Aj .

5Uniqueness of such a set is not a requirement but implicitly ensured by the compatibility condition
and sparsity which we invoke to guarantee (B2)(ii).
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A proof is given in the supplemental article [3]. Lemma 4 justifies, for the pop-
ulation case, to pursue preliminary neighborhood selection followed by restricted
maximum likelihood estimation: because pa(j) ⊆ Aj , the restriction in the maxi-
mum likelihood estimator is appropriate and a true permutation in π0 ∈ �0 leads to
a valid restriction Rπ0,j ⊇ pa(π0(j)) (when defined with the population sets Aj ).

For estimation, we assume the following:

(B2) The selected variables in Âj from neighborhood selection satisfy: with
probability tending to 1 as n → ∞,

(i) Âj ⊇ Aj (j = 1, . . . , p),
(ii) maxj=1,...,p |Âj | ≤ M < ∞ for some positive constant M < ∞.

Assumption (B2)(i) is a rather standard screening assumption. It holds for the
Group Lasso with sparsity-smoothness penalty: using a basis expansion as in (4),
the condition is implied by a sparsity assumption, a group compatibility condi-
tion (for the basis vectors), and a beta-min condition about the minimal size of
the 	2-norm of the coefficients for the basis functions of the active variables in
Aj ; see [4], Chapter 5.6, Theorem 8.2. The sparsity and group compatibility con-
dition ensure identifiability of the active set, and hence, they exclude concurvity
(or collinearity) among the additive functions in the structural equation model.
Assumption (B2)(ii) can be ensured by assuming maxj |Aj | ≤ M1 < ∞ for some
positive constant M1 < ∞ and, for example, group restricted eigenvalue assump-
tions for the design matrix (with the given basis); see [39, 45] for the case without
groups.

Finally, we need to strengthen assumption (A2) and (A3).

(B3) (i) For B ⊆ {1, . . . , p} \ j with |B| ≤ M , with M as in (B2), denote by
hB

j,g = (Xj − ∑
k∈B gk(Xk))

2. For some 0 < K < ∞, it holds that

max
j=1,...,p

max
B⊆{1,...,p}\j,|B|≤M

sup
g∈F⊕|B|

ρK

(
hB

j,g

) ≤ D1 < ∞,

where

ρ2
K

(
hB

j,g

) = 2K2Eθ0
[
exp

(∣∣hB
j,g(X)

∣∣/K) − 1 − ∣∣hB
j,g(X)

∣∣/K]
.

(ii) For V = 1/α,

max
j=1,...,p

( ∞∑
m=1

(
M2

mP[Xj ∈ Im])V/(V +4)

)(V +4)/8

≤ D2 < ∞.

This assumption is typically weaker than what we require in (B3)(i), when
assuming that the values Mm are reasonable (e.g., bounded).

(iii)

max
j

E|Xj |4 ≤ D3 < ∞, max
j

sup
f ∈F

E
∣∣f (Xj )

∣∣4 ≤ D4 < ∞.
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(B4) The error variances satisfy minπ minj (σ
π,0
j )2 ≥ L > 0.

Assumption (B3)(i) requires exponential moments. We note that the sum of ad-
ditive functions over the set B is finite. Thus, we essentially require exponential
moments for the square of finite sums of additive functions.

THEOREM 3. Consider an additive structural equation model as in (3) with
independent potentially non-Gaussian errors ε1, . . . , εp having E[εj ] = 0 (j =
1, . . . , p). Assume either of the following:

1. (A1), (A4) and (B1)–(B4) hold, and for ξp in (9) (see also Remark 2):

max
(√

log(p)/n,max
j,k

E
[(

f 0
j,k(Xk) − f 0

n;j,k(Xk)
)2]) = o(ξp).

2. (A1), (A4) and (B1)–(B4) hold, and for ξ
an
p in (15):

max
(√

log(p)/n,max
j,k

E
[(

f 0
j,k(Xk) − f 0

n;j,k(Xk)
)2]) = o

(
ξan
p

)
.

Then, for the restricted maximum likelihood estimator in (13):

P
[
π̂ ∈ �0] → 1 (n → ∞).

A proof is given in the supplemental article [3]. The assumption that
E[(f 0

j,k(Xk) − f 0
n;j,k(Xk))

2] is of sufficiently small order can be ensured by the
following condition.

(Badd) Consider the basis functions br(·) appearing in Fn: for the true functions
f 0

j,k ∈F , we assume an expansion

f 0
j,k(x) =

∞∑
r=1

αf 0
j,k;rbr(x)

with smoothness condition:
∞∑

r=k

∣∣α0
f 0

j,k;r
∣∣ ≤ Ck−β.

Assuming (Badd), we have that E[(f 0
j,k(Xk) − f 0

n;j,k(Xk))
2] = O(a

−(β−1−κ)
n ) for

any κ > 0: for example, when using an → ∞ and for β > 1, E[(f 0
j,k(Xk) −

f 0
n;j,k(Xk))

2] → 0.

Uniform convergence can be obtained exactly as described after the discussion
of Theorem 1: when requiring the additional uniform versions (U3)–(U4) [since
(B3) and (B4) invoke already uniform bounds we do not need (U1) and (U2)],
and requiring uniform convergence of the probability in (B2), we obtain uniform
convergence over the corresponding class of distributions analogously as in (14).
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FIG. 1. Step PNS. For each variable the set of possible parents is reduced (in this plot, a directed
edge from Xk to Xj indicates that Xk is a selected variable in Âj and a possible parent of Xj ). This
reduction leads to a considerable computational gain in the remaining steps of the procedure.

5. Computation and implementation. In Section 2, we have decomposed
the problem of learning DAGs from observational data into two main parts: finding
the correct order (Section 2.4) and feature selection (Section 2.5). Our algorithm
and implementation consists of two corresponding parts: IncEdge is a greedy pro-
cedure providing an estimate π̂ for equation (11) and Prune performs the feature
selection. Section 3.1 discusses the benefits of performing a preliminary neighbor-
hood selection before estimating the causal order, and we call the corresponding
part PNS. The combination PNS + IncEdge provides an estimate for equation (13).

The three components of our implementation are described in the following
subsections, Figures 1, 2 and 3 present the steps graphically. We regard the modular
structure of the implementation as an advantage; each of the three parts could be
replaced by an alternative method (as indicated in the subsections below).

5.1. Preliminary neighborhood selection: PNS. As described in Section 3.1,
we fit an additive model for each variable Xj against all other variables X{−j}. We
implement this with a boosting method for additive model fitting [2, 5], using the
R-function gamboost from the package mboost [9]. We select the ten variables
that have been picked most often during 100 iterations of the boosting method;

FIG. 2. Step IncEdge. At each iteration the edge leading to the largest decrease of the negative
log-likelihood is included.
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FIG. 3. Step Prune. For each node, variable selection techniques are exploited to remove nonrele-
vant edges.

hereby, we only consider variables that have been picked at least three times dur-
ing the iterations. The sets Âj obtained by this procedure estimate Aj ⊇ pa(j) as
shown in Lemma 4. We construct a graph in which for each j , the set Âj is the
parental set for node j corresponding to the variable Xj . Figure 1 summarizes this
step. We say that the set of “possible parents” of node j has been reduced to the
set Âj . Importantly, we do not disregard true parents if the sample size is large
enough (Section 4.2, Lemma 4). Instead of the boosting method, we could alter-
natively use additive model fitting with a sparsity- or sparsity-smoothness penalty
[16, 28].

5.2. Estimating the correct order by greedy search: IncEdge. Let us first con-
sider the situation without PNS. Searching over all permutations π for finding π̂

in (11) is computationally infeasible if the number of variables p is large. We
propose a greedy estimation procedure that starts with an empty DAG and adds
at each iteration the edge k → j between nodes k and j that corresponds to the
largest gain in log-likelihood. We therefore compute the score function in (11),
with π corresponding to the current DAG,

p∑
j=1

log
(
σ̂ π

j

) =
p∑

j=1

log

(∥∥∥∥∥Xπ
j −

j−1∑
k=1

f̂ π
j,k

(
Xπ

k

)∥∥∥∥∥
(n)

)

and construct a matrix, whose entry (k, j) specifies by how much this score is re-
duced after adding the edge k → j and, therefore, allowing a nonconstant function
fj,k (see Figure 2). For implementation, we employ additive model fitting with
penalized regression splines (with ten basis functions per variable), using the R-
function gam from the R-package mgcv, in order to obtain estimates f̂j,k and σ̂j .
After the addition of an edge, we only need to recompute the j th column of the
score matrix (see Figure 2) since the score decomposes over all nodes. In order
to avoid cycles, we remove further entries of the score matrix. After p(p − 1)/2
iterations, the graph has been completed to a fully connected DAG. The latter
corresponds to a unique permutation π̂ . This algorithm is computationally rather
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efficient and can easily handle graphs of up to 30 nodes without PNS (see Sec-
tion 6.1.2).

If we have performed PNS as in Section 5.1 we sparsify the score matrix from
the beginning. We only consider entries (k, j) for which k is considered to be a
possible parent of j . This way the algorithm is feasible for up to a few thousands
of nodes (see Section 6.1.3).

Alternative methods for (low-dimensional) additive model fitting include back-
fitting [14], cf.

5.3. Pruning of the DAG by feature selection: Prune. Section 2.5 describes
sparse regression techniques for pruning the DAG that has been estimated by
step IncEdge; see Figure 3. We implement this task by applying significance test-
ing of covariates, based on the R-function gam from the R-package mgcv and
declaring significance if the reported p-values are lower or equal to 0.001, inde-
pendently of the sample size (for problems with small sample size, the p-value
threshold should be increased).

If the DAG estimated by (PNS and) IncEdge is a super DAG of the true DAG,
the estimated interventional distributions are correct; see Section 2.6. This does
not change if Prune removes additional “superfluous” edges. The structural Ham-
ming distance to the true graph, however, may reduce significantly after perform-
ing Prune; see Section 6.1.2. Alternative methods for hypothesis testing in (low-
dimensional) additive are possible [43], cf., or one could use penalized additive
model fitting for variable selection [16, 28, 44].

6. Numerical results.

6.1. Simulated data. We show the effectiveness of each step in our algorithm
(Section 6.1.2) and compare the whole procedure to other state of the art methods
(Section 6.1.3). We investigate empirically the role of noninjective functions (Sec-
tion 6.1.4) and discuss the linear Gaussian case (Section 6.1.5). In Section 6.1.6,
we further check the robustness of our method against model misspecification, that
is, in the case of non-Gaussian noise or nonadditive functions. For evaluation, we
compute the structural intervention distance that we introduce in Section 6.1.1.

For simulating data, we randomly choose a correct ordering π0 and connect
each pair of variables (nodes) with a probability pconn. If not stated otherwise,
each of the possible p(p − 1)/2 connections is included with a probability of
pconn = 2/(p − 1) resulting in a sparse DAG with an expected number of p

edges. Given the structure, we draw the functions fj,k from a Gaussian process
with a Gaussian (or RBF) kernel with bandwidth one and add Gaussian noise with
standard deviation uniformly sampled between 1/5 and

√
2/5. All nodes without

parents have a standard deviation between 1 and
√

2. The experiments are based
on 100 repetitions if the description does not say differently.

All code is provided on the second author’s homepage.
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6.1.1. Structural intervention distance. As a performance measure, we con-
sider the recently proposed structural intervention distance (SID); see [24]. The
SID is well suited for quantifying the correctness of an order among variables,
mainly in terms of inferring causal effects afterward. It counts the number of
wrongly estimated causal effects. Thus, the SID between the true DAG D0 and
the fully connected DAGs corresponding to the true permutations π0 ∈ �0 is zero;
see Section 2.6.

6.1.2. Effectiveness of preliminary neighborhood selection and pruning. We
demonstrate the effect of the individual steps of our algorithm. Figure 4 shows the
performance (in terms of SID and SHD) of our method and the corresponding time
consumption (using eight cores) depending on which of the steps are performed.
If only IncEdge is used, the SHD is usually large because the output is a fully con-
nected graph. Only after the step Prune the SHD becomes small. As discussed in
Section 2.6 the pruning does not make a big difference for the SID. Performing
these two steps is not feasible for large p. The time consumption is reduced signif-
icantly if we first apply the preliminary neighborhood selection PNS. In particular,
this first step is required in the case of p > n in order to avoid a degeneration of
the score function.

6.1.3. Comparison to existing methods. Different procedures have been pro-
posed to address the problem of inferring causal graphs from a joint observa-
tional distribution. We compare the performance of our method to greedy equiv-
alence search (GES) [6], the PC algorithm [34], the conservative PC algorithm
(CPC) [27], LiNGAM [32] and regression with subsequent independence tests
(RESIT) [21, 26]. The latter has been used with a significance level of α = 0,
such that the method does not remain undecided. Both PC methods are equipped

FIG. 4. The plots show the effect of the individual steps of our method. Prune reduces the SHD to
the true DAG but leaves the SID almost unchanged. PNS reduces the computation time, especially
for large p.
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FIG. 5. SHD (left) and SID (right) for different methods on sparse DAGs with p = 10 (top) and
p = 100 (bottom); the sample size is n = 200.

with α = 0.01 and partial correlation as independence test. GES is used with a
linear Gaussian score function. Thus, only RESIT is able to model the class of
nonlinear additive functions. We apply the methods to DAGs of size p = 10 and
p = 100, whereas in both cases, the sample size is n = 200. RESIT is not appli-
cable for graphs with p = 100 due to computational reasons. Figure 5 shows that
our proposed method outperforms the other approaches both in terms of SID and
SHD.

The difference between the methods becomes even larger for dense graphs with
an expected number of 4p edges and strong varying degree of nodes (results not
shown).

Only the PC methods and the proposed method CAM scale to high-dimensional
data with p = 1000 and n = 200. Keeping the same (sparse) setting as above re-
sults in SHDs of 1214 ± 37, 1330 ± 40 and 477 ± 19 for PC, CPC and CAM,
respectively. These results are based on five experiments.

6.1.4. Injectivity of model functions. In general, the nonlinear functions that
are generated by Gaussian processes are not injective. We therefore test CAM for
the case where every function in (1) is injective. Correct direction of edges (j, k) is
a more difficult task in this setting. We sample sigmoid-type functions of the form

fj,k(xk) = a · b · (xk + c)

1 + |b · (xk + c)|
with a ∼ Exp(4) + 1, b ∼ U([−2,−0.5] ∪ [0.5,2]) and c ∼ U([−2,2]); as be-
fore, we use Gaussian noise. Note that some of these functions may be very close
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FIG. 6. SHD (left) and SID (right) for various values of p and n = 300. The plots compare the
performances of CAM for the additive SEM (1) with functions generated by Gaussian processes
(noninjective in general) and sigmoid-type functions (injective).

to linear functions which makes the direction of the corresponding edges diffi-
cult to identify. Figure 6 shows a comparison of the performance of CAM in the
previously applied setting with Gaussian processes and in the new setting with
sigmoid-type functions. As expected, the performance of CAM decreases in this
more difficult setting but is still better than for the competitors such as RESIT,
LiNGAM, PC, CPC and GES (not shown).

6.1.5. Linear Gaussian SEMs. In the linear Gaussian setting, we can only
identify the Markov equivalence class of the true graph (if we assume faithful-
ness). We now sample data from a linear Gaussian SEM and expand the DAGs
that are estimated by CAM and LiNGAM to CPDAGs, that is, we consider the
corresponding Markov equivalence classes. The two plots in Figure 7 compare
the different methods for p = 10 variables and n = 200. They show the structural
Hamming distance (SHD) between the estimated and the true Markov equivalence
class (left), as well as lower and upper bounds for the SID (right). (By the defini-
tion of lower and upper bounds of the SID, the SID between the true and estimated
DAG lies in between those values.) The proposed method has a disadvantage be-
cause it uses nonlinear regression instead of linear regression. The performance

FIG. 7. Data are generated by linear Gaussian SEM. SHD between true and estimated CPDAG
(left), lower and upper bounds for SID between true DAG and estimated CPDAG (right).
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is nevertheless comparable. Remark 1 discusses that at least in principle, this sce-
nario is detectable.

6.1.6. Robustness against nonadditive functions and non-Gaussian errors.
This work focuses on the additive model (1) and Gaussian noise. The score func-
tions (11) and (13) and their corresponding optimization problems depend on these
model assumptions. The DAG remains identifiable (under weak assumptions) even
if the functions of the data generating process are not additive or the noise variables
are non-Gaussian [26], cf. The following experiments analyze the empirical per-
formance of our method under these misspecifications. The case of misspecified
error distributions is discussed in Section 4.1.1.

As a first experiment, we examine deviations from the Gaussian noise assump-
tion by setting εj = sign(Nj )|Nj |γ with Nj ∼ N (0, σ 2

j ) for different exponents
0.1 ≤ γ ≤ 4. Only γ = 1 corresponds to normally distributed noise. Figure 8
shows the change in SHD and SID when varying γ .

As a second experiment, we examine deviations from additivity by simulating
from the model

Xj = ω · ∑
k∈paD(j)

fj,k(Xk) + (1 − ω) · fj (XpaD(j)) + εj

for different values of ω ∈ [0,1] and Gaussian noise. Both, fj,k and fj are drawn
from a Gaussian process using an RBF kernel with bandwidth one. Note that ω = 1
corresponds to the fully additive model (3), whereas for ω = 0, the value of Xj is
given as a nonadditive function of all its parents. Figure 9 shows the result for a

FIG. 8. SHD (top) and SID (bottom) for p = 25 and n = 300 in the case of misspecified models. The
plot shows deviations of the noise from a normal distribution (only γ = 1 corresponds to Gaussian
noise).
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FIG. 9. SHD (left) and SID (right) for p = 25 and n = 300 in the case of misspecified models. The
plot shows deviations from additivity for sparse (top) and nonsparse (bottom) truths, respectively
(only ω = 1 corresponds to a fully additive model).

sparse truth with expected number of p edges (top) and a nonsparse truth with
expected number of 4p edges (lower). In sparse DAGs, many nodes have a small
number of parents and our algorithm yields a comparably small SID even if the
model contains nonadditive functions. If the underlying truth is nonsparse, the
performance of our algorithm becomes worse but it is still slightly better than PC
which achieves average lower bounds of SID values of roughly 520, both for ω = 1
and for ω = 0 (not shown).

6.2. Real data. We apply our methodology to microarray data described
in [42]. The authors concentrate on 39 genes (118 observed samples) on two iso-
prenoid pathways in Arabidopsis thaliana. The dashed edges in Figures 10 and 11
indicate the causal direction within each pathway. While graphical Gaussian mod-
els are applied to estimate the underlying interaction network by an undirected
model in [42], our CAM procedure estimates the structure by a directed acyclic
graph.

Given a graph structure, we can compute p-value scores as described in Sec-
tion 5.3. Figure 10 shows the twenty best scoring edges of the graph estimated
by our proposed method CAM (the scores should not be interpreted as p-values
anymore since the graph has been estimated from data). We also apply stability
selection [18] to this data set. We therefore consider 100 different subsamples of
size 59 and record the edges that have been considered at least 57 times as being
among the 20 best scoring edges. Under suitable assumptions, this leads to an ex-
pected number of false positives being less than two [18]. These edges are shown
in Figure 11. They connect genes within one of the two pathways and their direc-
tions agree with the overall direction of the pathways. Our findings are therefore
consistent with the prior knowledge available. The link MCT → CMK does not
appear in Figure 10 since it was ranked as the 22nd best scoring edge.
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FIG. 10. Gene expressions in isoprenoid pathways. The twenty best scoring edges provided by the
method CAM.

7. Conclusions and extensions. We have proposed maximum likelihood esti-
mation and its restricted version for the class of additive structural equation models
(i.e., causal additive models, CAMs) with Gaussian errors where the causal struc-
ture (underlying DAG) is identifiable from the observational probability distribu-
tion [26]. A key component of our approach is to decouple order search among the
variables from feature or edge selection in DAGs. Regularization is only necessary
for the latter while estimation of an order can be done with a nonregularized (re-
stricted) maximum likelihood principle. Thus, we have substantially simplified the
problem of structure search and estimation for an important class of causal models.
We established consistency of the (restricted) maximum likelihood estimator for
low- and high-dimensional scenarios, and we also allow for misspecification of the
error distribution. Furthermore, we developed an efficient computational algorithm
which can deal with many variables, and the new method’s accuracy and perfor-
mance is illustrated with a variety of empirical results for simulated and real data.
We found that we can do much more accurate estimation for identifiable, nonlinear
CAMs than for nonidentifiable linear Gaussian structural equation models.

7.1. Extensions. The estimation principle of first pursuing order search based
on nonregularized maximum likelihood and then using penalized regression for
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FIG. 11. Gene expressions in isoprenoid pathways. Edges estimated by stability selection: all di-
rections are in correspondence with the direction of the pathways.

feature selection works with other structural equation models where the underly-
ing DAG is identifiable from the observational distribution. Closely related exam-
ples include nonlinearly transformed additive structural equation models [46] or
Gaussian structural equation models with same error variances [25].

If the DAG D is nonidentifiable from the distribution P , the methodology needs
to be adapted; see also Remark 1 considering the linear Gaussian SEM. The true
orders �0 can be defined as the set of permutations which lead to most sparse
autoregressive representations as in (5): assuming faithfulness, these orders cor-
respond to the Markov equivalence class of the underlying DAG. Therefore, for
estimation, we should use regularized maximum likelihood estimation leading to
sparse solutions with, for example, the 	0-penalty [6, 38].

Finally, it would be very interesting to extend (sparse) permutation search to
(possibly nonidentifiable) models with hidden variables [7, 11, 23, 34] or with
graph structures allowing for cycles [19, 20, 30, 33]. Note that unlike linear Gaus-
sian models, CAMs are not closed under marginalization: if X,Y and Z follow a
CAM (1), then X and Y do not necessarily remain in the class of CAMs.
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